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Q1/Answer TⅣO ofthe following:

a〕  Derive an expression for a relation between pressure and area changes in one‐
dirnensional,steady and isentropic flow
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b)Derive an expression for a relation of pressure change across the normalshock wave
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C〕 PrOVe‐ mathematically that shock wave cannot occurin subsonic now

Q2/
An air nozzle has an exit area l.6 tilnes the throat area.Ifa normalshock occurs at a plane where

the area is l.2 tilnes the throat area′ find the pressure′ temperature and Mach number atthe exit.

The stagnation temperature and pressure before the shock are 310 1(and 700 kPa.

Q3/
For a nozzle―duct system shovvn in Fig.Q3′ the nozzle is designed to produce a Mach number of

2.8 vvith γ=1.4.The inlet conditions are p01=10 bar and T01=370K.The ductis 8 diameters in
length′ but the duct friction factor is unkno■ 'n.The receiver pressure is「 lxed at 3 bar and a

norrnalshock has formed atthe duct exit.

(a〕 Determine the friction factor ofthe duct.

〔b〕 Whatis the total change in entropy for the system?

Fig.Q3 tr-rlr= rD-*4
Q4/
Air enters a duct with a Mach number of 2.0, and the temperature and pressure are L70 K and 0.7
bar, respectively. Heat transfer takes place while the flow proceeds down the duct. A converging
section (Az/At = 1.45) is attached to the outlet as shown in Fig. Q4, and the exit Mach number is
L.0. Assume that the inlet conditions and exit Mach number remain fixed. Find the amount and
direction of heat transfer in the duct:
(a) If there are no shocks in the system.
(b) If there is a normal shock someplace in the duct.
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